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It is the object of this paper to prove, within ordinary set theory (ZF): 
if E is a coanalytic equivalence relation on the space of all real numbers and E 
has uncountably many equivalence classes, then there is a perfect set of mutually 
E inequivalent reals (hence E has 2 '~,' equivalence classes). 
Since any Borel equivalence relation is coanalytie, our theorem in particular 
applies to Borel equivalence relations ~. and was previously unknown for them. 
Our theorem extends tile well-known classical result (sce [8]): every uncountable 
analytic set of reals includes a perfect set. 
It should be stressed at once that "E  is an equivalence class on the space of all 
reals" means, in particular, that for any real ~, lea ,  i.e. the field of E is precisely 
the set of all reals. Throughout his paper, co denotes the set of natural numbers 
with the discrete topology. Thus ~oJ = {a I a : to --~ to}, with the product opology, is 
Baire space, which is homeomorphic to the space of irrationals, If X is a 
topological space, S ~_ ~ is analytic if[ it is the projection on X of a c!osed subset 
of X "<"ko. A set is cotmatytic if[ its complement is analytic. A coanatytic equival- 
ence relation on g is, of course, an equivalence relation on X which, viewed as a 
subset of X x X, is a coanalytic subset o e X x X (and likewise for "'Borel"). For 
reasons of conveneience, we shall in fact prove the variant of tile above theorem 
obtained by replacing "'the space of all reals" by "'Baire space". This is obviously 
an equivalent form, since Baire space is homeomorphic to the space of irrationals: 
More information about most of these basic notions may be found in books bv 
Kuratowski [,g], Moschovakis [8], and in Section 1 of this paper. 
It should also be mentioned that Burgess [2] has obtained, as a corollary of our 
theorem: If E is an analytic equivalence relation whose field is a set of reals and E 
has more than N~ equivalence classes, then there is a perfect set of mutually E 
inequivalent reals. 
*The research for and preparation of this paper have been partially supported by a Sloan 
Foundation Fellowship and grants from the NSF and University of California Committee on Research. 
~ln the case of a Borel equivalence r lations E, one can drop the requirement that the field be the 
whc.le set of reals since t~E'f3 ~. ~U~31,,,In, ¢ are outside of lield Et gi~es a coanalytic equivalence 
relation "~vilh one more equivalence class. 
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Since our theorem can be formulated in the language of so-called "analysis" or 
"second-order number theory", it might be expected that it could be proved 
within the usual axiomatic system for second-order number theory. Such is the 
case for almost all other statements of seco~;d-order number theory which arc 
known to be provable in ordinary set theory and do not have a metamathcntatical 
content, In fact, the only statements known 13 be counterexamples to this rule 
relate to Borel determinacy. For example, the statement "all Borel ga~v~es on R~, 
are determined" is a statement of second-order number theory which, by Martin 
[6], is a theorem of ZF but which, by Friedman [3], is not a theorem of 
second-order number theory. On the other hand, for all we know, it may yet be 
possible to find a proof of the theorem of this paper within second-order number 
theory. 2 In any case, the set-theoretical assumptions which we do employ are not 
in the least controversial. 
Let Z be Zermelo set theory, Thus Z has among its axioms the so-called axiom 
schema of subsets, or aussonderungsaxiom, but not the axiom schema of replace- 
ment. Our theorem can be proved in the theory, Z+ there exist tmeountai~ly many 
cardinals. Note that Martin also uses ~ cardinals in his proof of Borcl 
d zterminancy, 
The questions which this theorem answers was, so far as 1 know, first raised by 
Friedman and included in an early, unpublished version of Friedman [4]. It was 
brought o my attention by Prikry, who obtained a solution for a very low level of 
the Borel hierarchy. Thus the question was open even for Boret equivalence 
relations. 
1, The basic notions and a statement ol the theorem 
Let X be a set which, in this section, we understand to he endowed with the 
discrete topology. (In the paper X = co, X = 2. or X = some ordinal, will be the 
chief examples.)'oX denotes the set of functions from to into X, and, if ~ is a 
natural number, since we make tile identification  ={0, 1 . . . . .  n -  I}, 
If s:~z--~ X, we also write s = (s(0}, s(l} . . . . .  s(t~--1)). Lower case te~.ters from 
the early part of the Greek alphabet will denote members of '"X, lower case 
letters from the latter part of the Roman alphabet denote tinite sequences (i.e. 
members of "X for some ~ < ~o and some X} except for those few instances wherc 
x, y denote elements of an arbitrary topological space, Ordi~mts will bc denoted 
by letters like r~, g p., A, ~,, tr, r. 
2Since these lines "~ ¢l'e w'rillm'~, L.eo | tal'lillgto|l [ 13 } has i11 fact pro~ ed the thcc rc m in second-ruder 
IlUllll'~er theory, tls{~ig a 11111•h sinlplet" pro~f lhall the one glve,a here. 
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We put '-"X = LJ ...... '~X, i.e. eX  is the set of all finite sequences of elements of X. 
If ac 'X ,  n ~t~, then 5(n)  is the restriction of a to n ={0 . . . . .  n -1} ,  i.e. 
~(r l )  = {~'(0) ,  a ( l )  . . . . .  a(n  ~ 1)), 
If s ~ '"X and n ~ m, we write similarly 
.~(n) = (s(O), s(I) . . . . .  s()+ - 1)). 
If s, t E':'X, we say that s extends I (also written s_D t or tc  s) if and only if the 
length of s i~ at least as great as t and there is some n such that 
1 = (S(0), s( l )  . . . . .  sO1-  1)) 
Similarly, if (~ ~'"X, sc"-'X, a extends (also s ::~a) iff there is some n such that 
s = (a(0), a(1) . . . . .  cdn - 1)}. if s e"-'X, we sl~a'l sometimes write 
[ s l  = 1,~' ~ '"x I ~ -= "}-  
t i t  should always be clear what X is, so omission of reference to X should cause 
no confusion,) Similarly, if s ~_"-'X, /~ ':'Y, then 
[s, t ]={(a ,~}~'"X×'"Y!  s~_m t~,o} .  
Recall that X is discrete and impose the product topology on "X ,  Do the qame 
for Y, Z and "Y ,  '"Z. Clearly. if U~'°X ,  then U is open iff there is Ac - ' "X  such 
that U = the set of extensions of sequences in A, i.e. 
(Va ,.c " 'X)(a ~ U ~ (3n ~ ~o) 5 (n)~ A). 
Similarly, if Uc_"Xx 'Yx~"Z then U is open iff there is a ternary relation 
R ~ ~ ':'X × ':' Y x ':'Z 
such that 
flY(a,/3, ~,)~ '"X x '"Y x ~"Z)((a .,/3, ,/)~ U ~ (3~z e ~o) R~(50,  ), [3(~1 ), 9(n))) 
where we have written R~(d(n),  ~(n),  9(n)) instead of (5 (n ) ,~(n) ,  9(n),."c R ' .  
Passing to complements,  we see thai a subset C of this space is closed iff there is a 
relation R such that 
(m/-~, .v}< ( '~  (Vn ~ ,o) R(d(n) , /~(n) ,  9(n)). 
A subset O of a topological space X is analytic iff it is the projection on ~ of a 
clos,.'d subset of k x "(o. Consider the special case X = "(o x '°c,J. Thus O c 'o(o × %0 
is a ~alytic iff there is a closed subset C~'"~o ×"o × %o such that 
(c~,/3) ~ O ~-) (R 7 e '"m) (a,/3, y)~ (7. 
Using the above representat ion of C we can conclude that there exists a ternary 
relation R on '-~2o such that 
(es,/3) e O o (::i 7 ~ '°(o)(Vn e w) R(d,(n~,/~(n). "~ (n)). 
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It is this wel l -known representat ion of an analytic set on which we shall rely so 
heavily in the rest of the paper, 
A subset T of '-"to is a tree iff it is closed undez subsequeuce,  i.e. wheaever  t~ T 
and s c t, s c '-"to, then s ~ T. if c~ ~ "~o, then c¢ is a path through T iff, for all n ~ to, 
6 (n)~ T. Using the discussion of closed sets above, it is easy to see that a ,, ubset C 
of "~o is closed iff there is a tree T such that C is the set of paths through T, Next, 
a tree T is said to be perfect iff T branches above every node of T, i.e. given s ~ T, 
there are sequences ~ ~_ s, s2 ~- s, s~ ~ T, s2 ~ T, s~ ,-# s2, such that length st = length 
s~_. Finally, P is a perfect subset of "m iff it is the set of paths through some 
nonempty perfect tree. This is easily seen to agree, for "~o, with the standa.d 
definition of (nonempty) perfect set: a nonempty  closed set which has no isolated 
points. It is easy to show that, if F :'~2---~"~o is a 1-1 cont inuous function, then 
the range of F is a perfect set. In fact. every perfect set includes the range of such 
a function, 
Theoreln.  I f  E ~ '°co x "to is a coanalytic equivalence reh~lion s ,ch lh~t (V~ ~ '"<o) 
(aEa) ,  and E has uncountably many equiralcnce classes, /hen there is a perfect set 
Pc_'°to such that 
o~, {3 ~ P, e~-C- /3 ---~ o~E(3 fails. 
Note first that the theorem becomes false if we replace "coanalvtic'" by 
"'analytic". If R ~_ to x to and c~ e'°~o, say that c~ codes R iff 
(Yi, j e to)(a(2' 3~t = 0 ,~- (i, j) ~ R). 
Define an equivalence relation E on ,o  by: 
uE/3 *-~ [a,/3 both fail to code l inear orderings] 
or [m/3 both code l inear orderings which are not wel l -orderings] 
or [c~,/3 code wel l -orderings having the same order type], 
One can show that E is analytic most easily by using the fact that any relat ion on 
'~c~ which is v~ I dctinable is analytic (see Addison [1] and Moschovakis [8]). The 
following definition of I~ can be formalized in a v~ manner :  
aEt3 ~ [a',/3 both fail to code l inear orderings] 
or 3-/, 6 [~x, [3 code l inear orderings and ~,, iS are infinite descending 
chains in the relat ions coded by a./3, resp,] 
or ::13, [3~ is an isomorphism between the relat ion coded by ~, and the 
relation coded by /.1], 
The E equivalence classes are precisely the sets X, Y, and S,, "~<oh,  where 
X = {c~ I c~ fails to code l inear ordering}, Y = {a ] c~ codes a l inear order ing which 
is not a well-ordering} and S, , - -{a I c~ codes a wel l -order ing of type 71}, 
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However, there cannot ~ a perfect set P of mutually E inequivalent elements. 
If such a P existed, we could assume that it contains only codes of well-orderings 
(since the result of removing linitely many elements, in this case two, from a given 
perfect set still includes a perfect set), Any two members of P would be codes of 
nonisomorphic well-orderings. This is well-known to be impossible (see Mos- 
chovakis [8]k The usual argument o show its impossibility is this: Let A be a 
coanalytic set which is not analytic. Since A is coanalytic, there is a continuous 
function F such that 
(Va ~°~o)(a ~ A "~ F(a) codes a well-ordering). 
there we have just used the fact that the set o~" codes of wcll-orderings is a 
"'complete" coanalytic set--see IVloschovakis [,~],) Since the ordinals coded by 
members of P are cofinal in to~, we would have: 
~ ~ A <..-~(~]~-l, 3,)(3~  P and /3 is al~ order-preserving map of the relation 
coded by F(t~) into the relation coded by 71. 
Thus A would by v~ definable in terms of parameters (the "codes" for P and F) 
and would therefore be analytic, contrary to hypotheses. However, as was 
remarked at the beginning of this paper (at the end of the paragraph following the 
statement of the theorem), Burgess [2] has shown that if x~e simultaneously 
replace "'coa~alytic'" by "analytic" and require that there by >R~ equivalence 
classes, the same conclusion can be obtained. 
Finally, the example just discussed can easily be modified to show that we need 
the assumption (Va)(c~Ea). Just restrict the E used in the preceding two parag- 
raphs to the set of codes of well-ordering and show that the resulting relation has 
a ll~ definition. 
We now discuss another tem[;,ting improvement ol the theorem, which runs as 
follows: If S is an analytic relation on '"w and there exists an uncountable set 
X c_"¢o such that 
(Va,/3 ~ X)(a~/3 --* aS~) 
then there exists a set P of cardinality 2 '~,' with the same property. (The theorem 
would then I~ an immediate consequence, taking S to be the complement of 
E,) D,A, Martin found a (Borel) counterexample to this statement, which wc 
reproduce here. ~For cogniscenti, he puts t~S/3 ~ the Turing dcgree~ of c~ and /3 
are comparable.) 
In effect, he notes that there is an Borcl relation < on '"(o having tht:se 
properties: 
(I) a<a,  and (~ </3<- ) , -~a  < ~, for all (x,/3, 7~'(o,  
(2) for all /3 6"oo. {(~ ~"'w ] (~ </3} is countable, 
(3) if C is a countable subset of "w, then there is /3E"to such that C'~_ 
{a l~ </3}. Then let aS/3 ~ (c~ </3 or /3<~). S satisfies the above I;ypothe:;is, 
because we can, by induction, form a sequence (t~, I ~ < ~o~) of distinct elements 
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of '°~o such that rl < ~'--* ~,~ < (%. (To define a,,, first use (2) to ~,,et ,8 such thin 
('q~'<~q)(flSo<, fails) and then use (3~ to obtain c% such that {/3}U{0% < rl} g 
{y 1 8< a,,}.) Clearly 
X = {% [ ~ < (o,} 
satislies the condition 0ga'. [-Ic{ X) (a¢  /3 - . ,  {~S~), No set P of cardinality>,~'~ can 
be found with the property 0go~,/3 ~ PRa,7 ~ 13 --* aS/3t. To see this. put <~ ~:: ,8 
a </3 and /3 <a.  If P is such a set with cardinal ity>R~, look at P/=-. Using (1) 
and (2L it can be viewed as a l inear ordering of cardinal ity>R~ in which each 
element has only countably many predecessors. No such linear ordering exists. 
Finally, there are several ways of obtaining the desired <.  Martin put: 
~ < 13 ,-+ c~ is recursive in/3. One can also take: c~ </3 ,-~ a is f irst-order definable 
in (~o, +, . , /3 ) .  To avoid metmnathematics,  one can proceed as follows: Put 
t~ = (,/), i f f  (Vn  c ¢o)(a(n) = y(p:')) 
where p~ is the ith prime, Say that c~Gfl ill (Sit(a = t,/,-I),}, Then put 
ce</3~c~=c~ or (3"/.,~4 . . . . .  ?'. ,)( 'r,=m'~,,=~:l, 
and yoOTiGy2 • • • GT,). 
In all cases, one can see that < is .~I definable and hence BoreI. 
Thus the conjecture under discussion is false. 17owevcr, I don't  know a 
counterexample to this statement with its hypothesis t rengthened to: card X = N:. 
Our example also shows that it is not sufficient to assume: S is symmetric and 
analytic, and, for ever)' countable Cc_"co, =It ~ ' "w-  C such that (V/3 ~ C)(aS'8). 
2. More preliminaries: definition o| I~-. etc. 
Let g,~ be the set of all partial functions on ¢0, i.e. fe  ~ if and only if there is a 
subset X of .,o such that f :  X --~ w, There is a natural way of topologizing ,.P: basic 
open sets are set,; of the form [p]. where p is a member  of ~ having finite dmnain 
and 
[P] = {4"~ (:~ i f  extends p}, 
To say that f extcnils p means lhat domain f includes domain p, and, for all 
m ,~ domain p, f( m ) = p~ m }. 
l,et ~?i bca  topological space, and assume that ~ is the standard system of basic 
open neighborhoods for gZ¢ {Later, we shall say what this is in each relevant ease, 
If F :  J)!-+ 6)~ then, as can easily be seen, F is continuous if and only if, whenever  
m, n ~ w and y e o~ and F (y ) (m)= n, then there is a set U ~ ~? containing y such 
that (Vz c U)(F Iz ) ( In}= n), (When we write F'(zl(m) = n, it is of course implicitly 
understood that F(z)  is defined at ttl,) 
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To clarify the notion of continuity further (and for later use) we introduce the 
definition of IF~., where F:  a?t -.-~ ~@. m, n ~ ~o, 
Definition 2,1. Ulk jF (y t lm)=n if and onl,, if U<~]  and. for all z,- l . l .  
b ( : ) (m)= n. For short, we write Ub  F(m} := n instead of UIF~ F (y t (m)= n, Also. 
if sc"(o.  UIF/;"(n} = s i t t ,  for all z 6 U, J#iz](n)= s. (Clearly this is equivalent o 
saying: for all i < n. [IIF F(i) = s(i).) 
] .ms F: (q- -~ o,~ is continuous if and only if: 
(Vm. n e -~)(Vz e ~)(F (z ) (m)  = n iff (:::1 U ~ ~ )(= ~ U and U[F F(m ~ = n ). 
Def in i t ion  2,2, F:  ~;~' --~ :~ i~ Cohen continuous if and only if F is continuous and, 
for all n ~_ (o, 
{y< ql lF(y} is defined at n} is dense in :c~, 
There is a characterization of Cohen continuity in terms of IF~.: F is Cohen 
continuous ifl F is continuuous and. for all m c u, and U ~ ,o& there are n ~_ (o and 
V~,  VgU such that V t I -F (m]=n.  
Suppose t : : '~-~ i~ is Cohen continuous, It is easy to show: i~" Lie ,~: 
U IbFtn~)=n iff (VVe~)(Vc_U] - -~(Vk ,~n)  
(it is not the case that VIF F(m] = k).  
If :PJ is a space of the form "'X, where X is viewed as having the discrete 
topology' and "°X the product topology so induced (recall that ( 'X = 
{a  i c~ : (o ~ X}). then wc take the standard system of basic open neighborhoods t()
consist of all sins 
[s] = {(~ ~-~" '"X ! (~ extends s~ 
where s ranges (,ver 'eX. Similarly, if '~ is a subspaee of '"X, the basic open 
neighborhoods are all noncmpty sets of tile form [s]NgJ. We shall write 
stk F(m)  = ~l 
m place of 
[ s ]  C~ .,~ iF t-( m ) = , ,  
and analogou:ly for sly/::(m) = t. Viewed in thi: light, the motivation for the term 
"Cohen contin.tous'* becomes clear: a Cohen continuous function F from '"X to 2? 
is essentially a forcing term with respect o the partial ordering '"X and IF, is d~e 
forcing relation. Now suppose that ql) is subspaee of '~'X x "Y. A typical basic open 
neighborhood of this space shall have tile form [s, t] N ~t, where s ~ ':'X. ~ ~ ,e"r and 
Is. t] = {(a,/~) e"X  x ,o y ! s ~ c~. t ~/3}. If F :  c~ __~ ~ is continuous, write (s, t)lk 
F(m) = n iff Is. t] f'l ~ tF Ftm) = n. Also. where no confusmn results, v'e shall write 
[s, t] for Is, q n,'~, 
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L+t us return to the main theorem. We are assuming that E is a coanalytic 
equi.valence r lation. Suppose that, for all o~, (3 ~'to, 
(See Section I and recall that 6(n)= (~(0) . . . . .  ~(n - I ) ) , )  Front the assumption 
that E has uncountably many equivalence classes but no perfect set of mutua!ly E 
inequivalent elements, we wish to derive a contradiction, In fact, we shaU obtain 
the contradiction by obtaining continuous functions 
H :'° 2----~ °'oj, K:{(a,~)~'~2x'~21a¢(3}-.-~."¢o 
such that 
a, ~8 ~ "2, ot ¢ ~ --~ (Vn ~_ w) R(H(a)(n). H((3)(n), K(a, (3)(nD. 
(Recall that H(a)(n) = (H(a)(0), H(a)(1) . . . . .  H(a)(n - 1)).) Thus {H(a) ] a a "2} 
would be a perfect set of mutually inequivalent elements, contrary to assumption, 
Our method can be paraphrased by saying that we associate "witnesses" fix. y's~ 
to the failure of the E relation in a continuous manner, 
Is it plausible to expect that we can associate the witnesses in a continuous 
fashion? This is answered affirmatively by the following statement. 
Proposition, Suppose O is a binary relation on a subset of "~o gwen by 
tO[3 "~(3V~"to) W(a. [3, ),~ 
where W is mmlytic. If there is a perfect set P such that 
lhetl there are continuous flln¢lions 
H:'°2-~'"~o, K:{(a, 13)~:"2×~"21~¢~(3~--~,"~o 
such that 
o~,13~'°2, a¢~--~ W(H(a),H((3),K(a, t3)), 
The proof of this proposition is to be carried out by means of Lemma 2.3 and 
Corollary 2.4. The proof of Lemma 2.3 is presented in some detail, since Lemma 
2.3 plays an essential part in Section 4. Easier proofs of l.emma 2.3 (at least for 
the case X = "'~J) and Corollary 2.4 can be given using metamathematical techni- 
ques. 
Let X be a topological space. A set S ~ X is said to be comeager iff there are 
sets U~-X, each open dense in g, such that S=.p_ n ,  ..... U,. A set Y~-X has the 
property of Baire iff there is an open Uc  X and a comcager 8c_ X such that 
Y n S = u 91S. It is well-known (see Oxtoby [9]) ,hat the collection of sets having 
the property of Baire is closed under complementation a d countable unions and 
intersections. A set is meager iff its complement is comeager, A set is comeager 
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relative to U iff its intersection with U is comeager in the s':bspace U of X (with 
the relative topology), or, what is equivalent, he complemer, t of the set relative to 
U is meager. It is almost immediate from the definition c,f "property of Baire" 
that, if Y has the property of Baire and Yn  u is not meager, U open. then there 
is an open set Vc_ U such that Y is comeager relative to V. 
Lemma 2.3. Let X be a Baire space (i.e., a topological space having no meager 
non-empty open sets), and suppose C is a closed subset of X x to '~ such that 
~7(C) = {x E X ] (3tx)(x, a)~ C} is comeager. Then there is a conteager subset Y ~_ X 
and a Cohen continuous function J: X -'* ~ such that, for all x ~ Y, (x, J(x)) ~ (7. 
(Instead of referring to a Cohen contim~ity, we could say that J: Y---~to" is 
continuous.) We may assume that Y --- {x ~ X I J( x ) ~ ¢o'~}. 
Proof. We first define an auxiliary collection T and an axuiliary notion X(U, s) 
where U open G X, s ~ ~,"to. 
X(U, s) = {x ~ U t 3(x, o~)c C where c~ _~ s} 
and 
(U ,s )~T,~ U is open. nonempty in X,s~'°o~, 
and X(U, s) is comeager relative to U. 
(U, s) and (U', s'} are said to be disjoint if un  U '= O. Put (U. s)s T,, ~(U ,  s)~ T 
and s ~ "o~. We will define, for each n, a pairwise disjoint subcollection C, of T, 
such that 
(i) 
and 
U {u  ] 3s(U, s) ~ C,} is dense in x 
(ii) If n<m,(U ,s}6C, , (U ' , s '}+C, ,  then U'~_U 
and s'_~ s, or U'NU=O.  
Given such C,,'s, define J :X - ' *  8} by the condition: 
J (x) (n)=k*-}3(U,s)~C~+l  such that x~U and s(n)=k.  
Clearly J is Cohen continuous, Let Y = {x I J(x) ~'°~o}. Y is comeager. If x ~ Y, 
n~to, U an open set containing x, then we can find (y, tx)~ C such that 3,~ U, 
~(n) = J(x)(n) (so, by the closedness of C, (x, J(x))E C): let (U', s)~ C, be such 
that x¢  U', and take y~ UNX(U ' ,  s) (possible because X(U', s) is comeager in 
U', U~U'  open and nonempty in U') and c~ such that (y,c~)~C--recall the 
definition of X(U', s)), 
The definition of the C~'s goes by induction. First observe that if (U, s)~ T, 
s ~"oJ, Vopen~_ [L then 3Z~_ V. t~_s, t~*~(o such that (Z, t)~ T, To prove this, 
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note that X(V, s) is not meager because X(~.  s) = X(1.L s )n  v and. since <U. s)c 
7", X(U, s) is comeager elative to U. But 
X(V ,s )= U XIV, t). 
So some such X(V. t) is not meager (tl~e union of countably many meager sets 
being meager). Hence, as was remarked above, there is an open Z ~ V such that 
X(Z, t)= znx(v ,  t) is comeager elative to Z. 
Now given C,, form, for each <U, s)E C,,, a maximal disjointed collection of 
(Z, t>~ T,,.~ such that Zc U, tDs. Let T,,.~ be the union of these collections as 
<U. s> ranges over C,,. Since U {U] =Is ([J. s}e C,} is dense, the remark made in 
the preceding paragraph yields immediately that U {ZI=Is (Z, s>e C,,. m} is dense. 
No effort is made to state Corollary 2.4 in full generality. 
Corollary 2.4. Let C be a closed subset of "2 ×"2 ×"'~o, sm h d,at 
(Va, [3 ~ '" 2)(3 ~' c "'~o)(<m/& ":)E C). 
Then there is a pe(fect set P and a c(mtimums fmwtion .l : P x P - {(a. a ) I a ~ P} ---* 
~(o such that 
Outline of proof. By Lemma 2.3. there is a Cohen continuous J ' : '2x'"2--~ 
and a comeager set Y such that <a./3>< Y--~ (a. 6. J(a./3)>~ C It remains only to 
show that any comeager subset Y of ' "2x"2  includes a set of thc form 
P perfect, for then one may take 3 = J '  restricted to Px  P-{(e~. t~)[ t~ ~ P}. 
We may assume Y = I"1 ....... U,, where each U. is open dense. Form a perfect 
tree (see Section l for the definitions) "F~.'"2 and numbers I,, < 1, < 1: :- • - - such 
that. whenever p. qE<',)2 are in '/'. p#q.  then [p .q ]~ U.. One defines i. arid 
T fq<k,~2 by induction on ~: at each stage, a number of refinements are necessary 
since several different condition,,~ are being imposed on T n ~,:2. It is easy to check 
that. if P=thc  set of paths through T. then P× P - - l<(~.a) ia~ p}_c ~t\ (This 
argumem is well-known.) 
Finally. it is easy to reduce the proposition stated above to Corollary 2.4. First 
let M:'2---)P be 1-1 continuous. Then write 
1<~. t3. V>l c~ = t3 v W(M(. ) ,  M(t~). V} 
as the p~ojection of a closed set and apply Corollary 2.4. 
|]ort'l alld cOall¢lly[it" c~l~it'tlle~l('e r ~tltio~ls 
3. The first p~rt o[ the proot 
In this section, we will bc making use of the axiom of choice and the 
generalized continuum hypothesis (GCH). The GCH is used only to simplify some 
statements and calculations which might otherwise prove disagrccable. The non- 
logician who wishes to clinfinatc thc GCH in the most straightforward way 
possible can simply go through the arguments of this section a,ad replace each 
reference to N,, by a reference to 2,, or some slightly more complicated formula- 
tion involving ~he 2 symbol (where one defines: 2~ = l,¢t,, 2,~+ 1= 2"-.,. and. if h is a 
limit ordinal. 2~, = ~,,>~ ",0- The key point is that there is a variant of Proposition 
3.10 which doesn't depend on the GCH. 
However. there is a logician's trick which enables one to dispense with thc axiom of 
choice and GCH at one stroke without further ado. It is a folklore result that any ll~ 
sentence of number theory provable in ZF + AC + GCH is already provable in ZF. 
(Sketch of proof: If the sentence in question is (Vc~)(::I/3)(VT) w(c~,/3, ~,), where ¢ is 
first-order, then, for each c~ ~'"~o. since L[,~]t = ZF+ AC+GCH,  our hypothesis 
implies that L[t~]~ (3/3)(V~) ,¢(cx,/3, 3'), so by Shoenfield's absoluteness theorem 
[I0], (=lB)(~'V)¢(c~,~,y), Since a~'~o was arbitrary, we have (Va)(3/3) 
('¢y)¢ (c~,/3, ~, k) In virtue of the discussion in the preceding section, our main theorem 
can bc reformulated as I1~ sentence of number theory: 
(k¢ closed C~_'"~o×'"co ×'°~,J) [If the relation E given by 
E(c~,/3 ) *-~ V ~ -1C(c~,/3, "y) is an equivalence r lation on '°~ having uncount- 
ably many equivalence classes, then there are continuous functions 
H :'~'2 --+ "~o, K : '2  x "2 - {(a, cQ] c~ ~ '0 2} ~ '°co such that, whenever a ~/3, 
C(Hfa], H(/3), K(a,/3))]. 
Since closed sets can be coded by members of"w, we may treat C in this expression as a 
variable ranging over "'to. The same applies to H and K. Now it is easily seen that the 
antecedent of the expression i  brackets is H~, the consequent_~'~, hence the entire ex- 
pression is I1~. The same sort of considerations may be used in connection with the 
theory: Z +]  uncountably many cardinals. 
In this section ~,nd the next, we are assuming, by way of contradiction, that E is a 
coanalytic equivalence relation such that 
(i) E has uncountably many equivalence classes. 
(ii) there is no perfect set of mutually E inequivalent elements~°to, and 
(iii) the field of E is precisely'°w, i,e. E is a relation on "to and (Va ~ '~'to)(aE~ ). 
It is necess~xy, or at least expedient, o present a proof by contradiction, because 
assumption (ii~ must be invoked twice, once in this section and once in Section 4. 
Since E is coanalytic, we may. in view of the discussion in Section 2, assume 
where R is a ternary relation on ~'~o, For convenience, we write 
S(c,./3, V) o (Vn ~ ~o) R(~O~),/3(n), ~(n)) 
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so we have 
-~(~E/3) ~, (3v ~'"c~) S(~,/3, vS. 
It will be shown in the next section, on the basis of our assumptions concerning E. 
that one can obtain: 
(#) sequences F~, rl<R .... and G.l~, n<~<R~.  
and A,, r~ < R~,, such that each F. is a Cohen continuous function from"A~ into ~. each 
Gn~ is a Cohen continuous function from %~t. x ~'X¢ into ~, each A,~ is an ordinal, and: 
whenever rl < _~ <N~,. ~ ~ "A n,/3 e '~A~, and Fn(a). ~(/3). and Gnu(a. t3) are members 
of ~'~o, then 
S(F~(a~, F~(/3), O,,~(~,/3)5. 
Here ~o~ is the first uncountable ordinal, and R,~, is the ~o~st infinite cardinal. Of 
course '°A. is simply the set of functions from to = the set of natural numbers into the 
ordinal A n (where, aswith any ordinal,one identifies h~ and the set of ordinals < A.). 
For the benefit of logicians and set theorists, one may paraphrase ( # ) by saying that 
each F~ is a forcing term with respect o the partial ordering '-"A,, appropriate for 
mapping co onto ,k,~ such that F,~ always denotes a member of "~o, and each G.~ is a 
forcing term appropriate for ~A,~ × ~-A~ which always denotes a witness to the E 
inequivalence of Fn(a) and F~(/3). 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose p ~ ~-A,~, q e ~-'A~ and s, h u ~ "~o are such that p IF ~.(n) = s, 
qlF ff ~(n) = t, and (p, q)lb (~,~(n)-- u. Then R(s, t. u). 
l~oof. Let p, q, s, t, u be as above. By the Cohen continuity of Fn, F e G,~ e it is easy to 
find a ~'An,/3 e ~A e ~ ~ p./3 ~ q such that F~(a), F~(/35, G~(a,/35 are all members of 
~0, (We just make sure that a,/3, and (a,/3) lie in all the relevant open dense sets,which 
can be done' since there are only countably many.) By ( # ), S(Fn(a 5, F~(~, Gn~ (a,/3)5. 
By the definition of S, this means in particular: R(F,~(~5(n), F~(/3)(n), G~(a,/3)00). 
But. plF F,,(n) = s and cx ~_ p imply that/:~(t~)(n) = s. Similarly, F~(/3)(n) = t, Gnu(n) = 
IJ. 
1 have chosen to prove Lemma 3.1 from (#)  instead of incorporating it into the 
statement of (#)  in order to keep the statement of (~)  relatively simple. 
We propose to obtain a contradiction by showing thaL contrary to hypothesis, there 
is a perfect set of mutually E inequivalent members of "~o. We shall actually obtain 
continuous functions 
H:~"2-.~-'co, K : {(a,/3) ~ °'2 x'~21 ~ </3}---~ o 
such that 
(Va,/3 ~'°2)(a </3 -~ S(H(a),  H(/3), K(a,/3)). 
t3 
(Here < is the lexiographical ordering of "'2. i.e., a,</~ iff (Zln~(o) 
a'(0) =/3(0) ~(~(1) = ~(1).~, • ' • A ~(~ - 1) =/~(n -- l )Aa(n)  < ~(n)). In fact, Hand K 
will be strongly continuous in the sense that the value of H(a  )(~ - 1 ) depends on ly on 
( n ). and of K(a.  18)( n - 1) only on (5 (m)./3(m)) where m is the least number/> n such 
that 5 (m)  ~/3(m).  We may express this formally by saying (after saying that H and K 
are continuous): 
if p 1~- H( n - l) = m. then /5( ~ ) II- H(n - 1 ) = ~n 
and 
then 
if (p . ( i ) l l -KO~.- I )=j .  and m~.  ~3(m) ,~ ~(m). 
(/3(m I, ~O.))t~- K ( .  - I )= L 
Now such a pair H. K of "'strongly cont inuous" functions can be viewed as being 
built up by stages. H. K are completely specified by the relations [~.r, IF-~:. For e ach n, let 
/~4. be the pair G't,I),. t~4~) where M), is the result of restricting t~-~ to U ~. ,, '2 and M~, is 
the result of restricting II-~; to ( U ,~.,, '2) x ( U ~.,, '2). The pair (IbH, II-~;) may be viewed 
as U ...... M.. Accordingly. we will construct H. K by defining a sequence 
M~,. M~. Mz . . . . .  In the definition about to be stated, < is always the relevant 
lexicograpieal ordering: if x. y ~ '2. then x < y iff there is j < i  such that x(])< y(i) 
while (Vl <}) x(I) = y(I). 
Definition 3.2. M is an ~-spro~t iff M = (M ~, [Vl ~) where M ~ is a binary relation 
between members  of U ~- ,, ~ 2 and sentences H(i) = m (for i < n) and M 2 is a binary 
relation between members  of U,-~,, '2 x U :-,, '2 and sentences K(i) = m. i < t~. for 
which the following condit ions are satisfied: 
(a) If O<i .<~.  x. yc- '2,  then there are a and b ~co such that 
xMl [H( i - I )=  a] 
and. if x < y. (x, y)M"[K( I -  1)--b].  Moreover ~, and, if x< y. b. are unique. 
(bl If o" is a sentence of one of the relevant fornls (Ht3,)(i) = a or K(i~ = b. i < n). 
and xM ~ tr and x ~ extends x. x ~ e U ~,, ~2, then x ~ M * or. Similarly for (x. y) and M 2. 
(c) (This is both a separate definition andby way of preparation for stating condition 
(d).~ Let M~[x] be that sequence s ~"~o such that. for all i<  t~. 
xAl~[H( i )= s(i)], 
and. for x. y6"2 .  x '<y.  M='[x.y]=that  ue"c~, such that. for all i<.:~z. 
(~. y )M~[K( i )= z~(i)]. 
(d) Given the definitions of M~[x] and M~[x, y] in (c). we require: 
If x<:y  are in "2 and i~  <n,  then 
R(M' lx ] ( i ) ,  ~!'[y]( i) .  ?~i~[x"-~ ~ . y](i)), 
Thus a~t pl~sproul is an "ezth approximation'" to a pair of strongly coutilluous 
functions tLK  with the propert ies described above. 
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Definit ion 3.3. Suppose n < n', M and N are n and n' sprouts respectively. We say 
that N extends M if and only if the restriction of N ~ to I J ,  ,, 2' is M ~, similarly fol N: 
and M". (It is not hard to show that this is equivalent o: if x e "2, x' e "2, x ~_ x', then 
M~[x]c_N~[x']: and, ff x, yc"2 ,  x<y,  xc_x' ,  yc_y' ,  x', y 'c '+2,  then M~[x, y]~.:~ 
N~[x ', y'].) 
The following lemma is almost immediate.  
Lemma 3.4. Suppose Mo, MI, IVl, . . . .  is a sequence such that each M,, is an n-st>ro+d 
and, if n < n', then M,,. extends M,,. Then there exist contint~ous fum'tions H :"'2 ----* "to 
and K :{(a, /3)e0'2 x '°2  1 a <(3}---~'+to such that (Va, [3 c ' "2 ) (a  < [3---~S(H(a), 
H(/3), K(a, [3))), specified by the requiremems 
~% =- U Mr,, tk~ =_ U M;,,, 
+tczm n ,  ~,, 
(One defines: H(a)(m} = n o (zip g (~) ptF H(ml  = ~1 tm,t K(,~,/3) = n o 
(3p ~_ a, q c_ 13) (p, q)II- K(m ) = n,) 
Accordingly, we are reduced to defining a sequence M,,, M~, satisfying the 
hypothesis of temma 3.4. The idea is to find a not ion of "v iable n -sprout"  such that, 
whenever  M is a viable n-sprout,  there is a viable n + 1 -sprout extending it, and such 
that the trivial sprout is viable, Then it is easy to obtain,  inductively, a sequence 
M., M~ . . . .  of viable n-sprouts.  
Our  concept of viability is reminiscetu of (and, indeed, was influenced by) -~ a 
technique mployed in model theory by Morley [7], We need a prel iminary definit ion 
first. 
Definit ion 3.5. Fix "O < ,~,,,,. We define a sequence of ~:quivalence r lations - .. r < to~, 
on ':',k,, by inductiop on T. In each case, [p]¢ ={qlq~P}.  
(i) P~oq ~+ (Vnt, n)(plk F,+(m) = n ~ qlFF,,(m)= n), 
(ii~ p "~+~ q ++ {[s]. Is ~" -'.~,+. s extends p} = {[s], !s ~':',\,+, s extends q}. 
(iii) If i, is a limit ordh~al, p~ ,q ++ (V'r < z,)(p -#1)- 
An easy induction (using GCH)  shows that the number  of ~ ~ equivalence classes is at 
most N++ ~: For example,  suppose the claim is true for T. If p e %\,,. let h(l~) = {[q]~ i q 
exWnds p}. From the definition of ~+ ~, 
P+Y~P' iff h(p)= h(p'). 
But every h(p) is a subset of 
/[,+]~ I ,~ ~",x,,t, 
qn ott~er espects, our proof has been influenced by Solova~ I11]. 
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which, by inductiou hypothesis,  has cardinality ~R¢,  ~, Hence ~/'(p)i ~ ~"'h,,} has 
cardinality at most 2 ''~ . . . .  ~.~ ~ (inx, oking the GCH),  In other words, there are at most 
R. ~ • ---¢, ~ equivalence classes. To  handle the case where v is a limit ordinal, define, for 
each P ~ '",k, v 
(i.e. g(p) is the function with domain ~. which assigns to each "r < v the value [p]. ). Since 
p ~,,p' if and only if g(p) = g(p'), there is a 1-I  mapping of the set of ~,. equivalence 
classes into X~, .  Y. where ]"~=.he set of ~ eqt,oivalence classes. By induction 
hypothesis,  each ¥'~ has cardinality---~R,° ~<R,.. So the number  of ~,. equivalence 
classes is at most R',i which, bv GCH,  is at most R,.. ~. 
Def in i t ion  3.6. ia) A (t~t, t,I system of length "2 (wherc, as usual. "2 is the set of 
binary sequences of length ~1) is a sequence 
(Z X,),,. 
for which the fol lowing three condit ions hokl: 
(i) For each re  "2, X, is a subset of R,,, having cardi~:ality at least R.. 
(ii) If q "< h in the Icxicographical order ing of "2 and ~ ~ X,,. ~= e X,:. then 
r h < t l- .  
(iii) Let X = ~.  ,,= X,. Then J is a function whose domain is X which assigns 
to each 7~X an equivalence class in ':'(k,,). 
{b} Suppose M=(Mt .M z) is an n-sprout.  The (~. v) system of length "2 
ment ioned in (a) is said to satis]), M if and only if. whenever  h < t. are members  
of "2 ( < being the lexicographical order ing of "2) and tit E X,,. ~_ ~ X,.. then there 
are p,,,,~, (~'"(,\,~). q,,,.: e ':'(k,~:) such that the following condit ions hold: 
(i) The v-equivalence class of p,,,,,: is J (~)  and the ~,-equivalence clasg ol 
q,,,~: is J(~)~). 
( i i)  (n  ...... , q ...... ) tF (~ ...... (n )  = M~-[t~, tel. 
(iii} p ..... IF if,,,( n'~ = M~[q] and q ...... IF f':,,~01) = M~[t~], 
(c) t.et X=: U,,,,e X,. A sequence (P.,,,.,q,,,,~,i ~<~e m X)  is said to be a 
wiowx., to (J. k',),, ,,. satisfyit~g M if and only if every p,,,,~: ~ ':',\,.. ~h,,,~, ':'&w and 
the l~.'s and q's satisfy condit ions (i)-(iii) in (b) above. (i) being required whenever  
~h < ~12 and (i~) and (iii) only when *h e X,,. ~2E X u, t~ < re. 
Let me clarify (ii) and (iii) in Definit ion 3.6(b) a bit. For example. (ii) can bc 
reformulated in the fol lowing way. Let s be Hie sequence M~[h. t=]. Recall that 
s ¢ "~o. (ii) means that, for every i < n, 
(p,~, ,,,. q,.,,,) t~- G,.,~.( i ) = s ( i ). 
A similar explication can be given for (iii). 
Remark .  It is imnl,-diate that, if t-~ < ts'. then any (~',  ~,) system is also a (t.L. ~') 
system. Aiso~ if (Z X,),,.,z is a ($t. u') system satisfying M and ~,<: z,'. then in a 
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natural way one obtains a (ix. v) system (J, X.),,~.~ satisfying M. Just take 
J ( 'o)=the ~,-equivalence lass which includes *he ~,'-eqnivalence hess 
J (~).  
The same witnesses work. 
Definition 3.7. An n-sprout M=(M~,M z) is viable if and only if, for every 
Ix<to~, there is a (IX,/x) system satisfying M. 
In view of the remark just preceding this definition, it is clear that an n-sprout 
M is viable if and only if it is satisfied by (ix. Ix) systems for ta cofinal in tth. 
To complete this part of the proof, it now sutficies to show that any viable 
n-sprout can be extended to a viable (n + D-sprout. 
Main Lemma 3.8. If (J', X',),, °~ is a (~ + 2 ~' ' ' ' , /a  + 2:" '  ~) system satis.fymg the 
n-sprout M' ,  then there is a (/a, ~) system (d, X, },. ., .,, satisfying some ( n + I ~- sproat 
M which extends M', (In fact. this can be done so that X,-.~,~ amt X,-<~ are subsets 
of X,.) 
Corollary 3.9. Any viable n-sprout can be extended to a viable (n + 1)-sprout. 
Proof o| Corollary from Main Lemma. Let M' be a viable n-sprout. For each 
/a <w~, there is. owing to the viability of M'.  a (ix+2 -'''~;, p.+2 -'''~) system 
satisfying M' and hence, by the Main Lemma, a (~. tz) system satisfying some 
(,~ + 1)-sprout M. which extends M'. 
Since there are only countably many n-sprouts, there is an uncountable set 
C_  ~o~ such that M. is the same for all tl ~ C. [.el M bc the common valuc of the 
M,r From the "'Remark" in the second paragraph after Definition 3.6. it is clear 
that, for each IX < (o~. there is a (ix, ix) system satisfying M. i.e. M is viable. Hence 
M is a viable (n + l)-sprout extending M'. 
Before turning to the proof of the Main l_emma, it is useful to state and prove 
the following well-known theorem from the theory of polarized partition rela- 
tions, For simplicity, we state il in a form which presupposes the GCH. Recall 
that the GCH is the assertion that, for all ~. 2~. = R,.  ~. 
Proposition 3.10. (GCH) -12]. Let ¢, be a cardiaal and f : ~ : ' "x  •'--* ~. Then 
there are subsets X, Y & ~ ~ * ' ,  ~ ' ,  respectively, such tha~ f is cm~srant o~ X × Y and 
card X = r *+', and Y = ~+. (Here K* = the least cardinal >~. Th,s .  if ~ ~= N, r then 
~*=R~l  and K'~=R,~,~.) 
Proof. For each -Q E ~" ' ', let ];~ : ~,-" --~ ~ be given by 
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By GCH,  there are at most K" + functions from ~'  into ~. So there is a subset X 
of K ' ' * having cardinal ity K' ' ' such that f,, is the same for all ~ c: X. l_.et g be the 
commort value. Since g :~:" -~ ~, there is Y6 ~'  of cardinafity ~ '  ot: which g is 
constant, Clearly [ is constant  on X x ~C 
We turn now to the proof of the Main Lemma 3.8. We are given a 
(ft + 2 ""+3. ,~ + 2 -''~'3) system (J'. X;),¢,, which satisfies a certain n-sprout  M'. Let  
, '  r t rp  X'= U,~-:  X', and let (p, , . ,  q , , .  ['0 < ~ in X') be a witness to (J'. X,),~,,~ satisfy- 
ing M'  (see Definit ion 3.6). It is our aim to find a (ta, p.) system satisfying some 
(n + l)-spr~mt ~.,! extending M'. To achieve this aim, it will suffice to find, for some 
positive imeger u. 
3.11. a (/.t + u. p. + u) system (3` X;),, ...... ?, an (n + l ) -sprout M. and a sequence 
(p,,,., q,,,,. [ ~ < ~' in X) (where X = U,~.,.,-. X,) which is a witness to (3, X,),~,..,,2 
satisfying M such that 
(a) for all re"2.  both X, -<o, and X,.--,~ are subsets of X:, and 
(b) whenever  q < t2 arc in "2 and ~h ~ X n x'~,. ~12 c- x n x'~, extends p~,,~, and 
then q,,,,~ extends q'~,w 
Why is 3.11 sufficient to prove Main Lemma 3.8? Condit ions (a) and (b) insure 
that M extends M'.  For example,  if q < t2 are in "2 and i, j are 0 or 1. we need to 
see that M'-[tF-'(i). t,'-'(j)] extends M':[q. t~]. (See remark after Definit ion 3.3.) 
Let 
Thus 'It ~ X N X~, and "q2~ X N X~;. by (a). Thus. by (b). p,,,,,~ extends p~ .... q , .~  
extends q',,,,w B3 the defining property of the p ' .q '  sequence. 
(p',,, ,,:. q',~, , .)IF G,~, ~.(n ~ = M"-[t l, t2]. 
By 3.11. 
(p ...... . q ..... )IF G ...... tn + 1)= M"[tF-'(i). tz'-'(j)]. 
Since p,~,,: extends p',~,,~, and q,,,,: extends q',~,,w an elementary properLx of II- 
insures that M'-[q'-'(i). t~,--(j)] extends M°-[q. t_,]. as desired. Thns there is an 
(n+ l) -sprout M extending M'  which (i.e,, M) is satisfied by a (~ + u./x e u) 
system, u some positive integer. By the Remark after Definit ion 3.6. M is 
satisfied by some (tL. p-) system. Thus 3.1 1 is sufficient to prove Main Lemwa 3.8. 
Here is our  strategy to prove 3.1 1. First, for each r~ e X '  choose a t t  + 2: ' "  ~-  1 
equivalence class "'beneath" J'07) which decides F,~(n). More precisely, given 
"0 ~-X'. choose an "0' in a different block from "q (i.e. in a different X~. For the 
sake of definiteness, say ,i < ~' tin the other  case. just consider q',,., as tead  of 
P',w)" By an e lementary property of Cohen continuity, there is P','w extcnCdng p],,,. 
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in ':'(A,,) and a natural number o such that 
p"~,lF F~( . )= a. 
Since p',,¢ decides F,~(n). p','~,~, decides l~.(n + 11. say 
p~'.,,IF ff,,(n + 1) = s, v 
where  s,~ e~-'oJ. For any .~ such that p:,~ is defined, one may find p,'~ /a. +2 z ' '~- -  1 
equivalent to P','w which extends p;~ (this is poss ib le - - see  Definition 3 .5 -  
because p~,~ is /x + 2-'"' ~ equivalent o p~,~,, the latter being true because the p', ¢1' 
sequences witness to (./'. X',) satisfying M- -see  Definition 3.6(c)L Choose q'[,, in 
the same way if ~<t l .  It is in this sense that we have chosen ~ ~, +2 ''~ ',,~ I 
equivalence class beneath .r(n):  vii , .  the /~ + 2 ..... ~ I equivalence class shared by 
all p~'~ and q~,. tl fixed. Now stabilize .%: For each t~"2 .  let X'~ be a subset of XI 
of cardinality R~,, z,, ~, such that .% is the same for all ~ ~ X'~. (This is possible since 
"go. the set from which the s. come, is countable, while X', is a set of regular 
cardinality R~, ._,,,.,.) Finally, for each t~ "2. let X~,~-,o>, X]'-,~ be subsets of X;', each 
of cardinality N~.2 ..... ~, such that every e lement of X',!-~o:, is less than every 
clement of X~,!-~>. (This can be done since X, has cardinality N. .2  ...... i Let 
X"  = u ,~:'"" 2 X','. and put T ,,~ = ~t :,~. q~ - q,~ whenever fl < ~ are in .\'~'. 
To avoid cumbersome notation, let r be the ordinal p. + 2 z''~ ' - i. Thus we have 
sets X~, ', t6  ~'~+ ~'2. each of cardinality ~,,. as well as the p~,'~e, q~.,, ment ioned above. 
)0 ( o where, for fixed t~. all o~" the ~ ,,¢ and t~.,~ are ~,-equivalcnt, Note that there arc 
2 ''~ ~(2 ' ' '  ~ - 1)/2 = 2"(2" '  ~.- I) pairs of the form O, t') where t, t '~ .... ~'2 and ~ <- t' 
(lexicographically). Let k = 2"(2 ''~ ~--1). am/ let (q. t~), i = I . . . . .  k. emmwraw al l, 
such pairs. 
It is now our intention to state 3.12, from which 3.11 directly follows, as will be 
seen .  
3.12. There arc sets X~,. i - t . . . . .  k, t c .... ~'2, where ea2h X', is a subset ol X*~ 
(in particular. X~ ~ X','. where XI' is as abovcj and ~equences <f~,~. q',~ i 17 < ~ in 
X' )  for i=  1 . . . . .  k, where X '= U,~"~ :, ?<~. such that each X', has cardinality 
I% ~, and the following hold (for i = 1 . . . . .  k t: 
(A) For fixed B. all p',,¢ and q~.,~ are ~,. ~ equivalenl (more precisely: all the p',~ 
for fixed ~ are ~-,. 4~ equivalent among themselves, as are |hc q~ ,;. and each p',~ i.,, 
- , .  4~ equivalent o q~',r ~1 fixed). 
(B) p',~ extends IY,~ ~ and q',~., extcl'lds q',~:~ wheucvcr ~ <: ~ arc in X'. 
(C) There is a sequence s'~ ' " '~o  such that, whenever  ~ ~ X',, ,~ ~ XI:, then 
<l",,~, q',,~)lF G,,~,Ul + 1)= s', 
Before proceeding to the proof of 3.12, we first indicate how to show that, by 
putting 
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we obtain from 3.12, objects satisfying 3.11, where 
u =2 - ' ' '~ -  1 -4k  =2 2 . " -  1 
is a positive integer. One takes J('o) to be the common /.t + u = z , -4k  equivalence 
class of all of the p,,~ and q c,,. Part (a) of 3.11 holds because, if t ~ "2 and j = 0 or 
I, then 
x ,  -,,~ = x~- . ,~  x~- . ' ,~  . .  • _~ x' , ' . , , ,~ x ; .  
{The notation t'-'(j) is del ined by: if t =:(t . . . . . . .  t,, ,), then t~( j )  = 
{~ . . . . . . .  I,, ~, j).t Part (bt holds because 
Finally. we must see tha! there is an (n + l)-sprout ,~,I such that {p,,~. tl,,a !~ <~ in 
X) witnesses to (.I. X,},.....,.: sati.~fying M. 
For 0 "-~- i "-- ~ and y ~ '2 where j v: n -.~ I. put 
y,'.'~l'[H(i) "-= a] 
tit j > i and the following condition holds: 
Whenever  q~ e X,. t_p_y, then 
and 
t~ ' 2 
Similarly. if O~i~n and yc '2 .  : c "2  where j '~n+l ,  put 
(y, z)M'[K( i )  = b] 
if and only if i<min  (j, j'!. y < :. and 
(p,, , , ,  :. q,,, ,,.} It- GI  i I = b 
whenever rheX, , .  ~leeX, t~__y, t:_~z. 
From this definition, it is immediate that ~p,~,~. q,~ [ ~1 < .~ in X} wimesses to 
(./. X,),(.~,: satisfying M=(M ~, M:).  if indeed the latter is an (n+ l i -sprout. It 
remains to be proved that M is an (n + l)-sprout. Condit ion (b) of Definition 3.2 
is almost immediate from the definitions of M ~ and M e, The "'only if" part of (at 
is clear from delinifion, The "'if" part of (a) is argued differently for i<  n atld 
i,±~l: if i<~k then, because " ' , I . . . . . . .  , (P ,o q ,~, *1 "--~. ia X'} witnesses to ( J .  X,),.-._, 
satisfying )..l' and because X, v~c_ X,.  it follows that whenever x or (x. y) stands in 
the relatkm M '~ or M' :  to a sentence, it also s tmds  in the relation, M t or M e 
{respectively) to that sentence. So the fact thac M'  satisties Definition 3.2(a) 
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implies that M satisfies Definition 3.2(a) for i < n. The case i = n for K is handled 
by applying 3.12: it is an easy consequence of 3.12(B) and 3.12(C) that 
(tl, t',)M'-[K(n)= si(#l)] 
the case i = ,1 for H goes through because ~,~ was stabilized for rl e X;', 
Why is Definition 3.2(d) true of M? By the definition of M ~ and M ~, it is clear 
that, if x<y are in "+~2, then. for any the X~. ~:eX, .  
p,,,,~..IF l#,~,(n + 1)= M'[x]. 
q . . . .  IF ff,~:(n+ 1) = M' [y ]  
and 
<p.,,~., q.,..>lF G, . . ,U ,  + l )=  M2[x. y]. 
By Lemma 3.1, 
R(MX[x](i), M'[x](i). M'-[x. y](i)) 
as desired, Thus 3.11 follows from 3.12, 
Now we show how to prove 3.12. Suppose we are given, for a fixed i between 0 
and k - 1, objects X',, p~, q~ satisfyin~ 3.12, We propose to obtain objects X~'" ~. 
i - ' l  i+ '  ~ ") ~ I p.~ , q,,~ also satisfying .~.I . ,  which wi l l  complete the proof.  For each ~ X,,.,, 
~ ~ X~,.., (recall that <t,+,. t~ , )  is the (i + l)st pair in our enumerat ion of all (t. t') 
where t < t' are in "~ "2).  choose p*~ extending p',,<, q~ extending q',~. m~d s~ e ":~o 
such that 
I 
Let A be the function whose domain is X',,., × X',,+, gken by 
S :~ (*  A(,~, r/)--<-,~e[P,j,.  4,-4.[ 1,,~],. 4, ~). 
Since there are at most N,,4, ~ , . -4 ,  4 equivalence classes, it is easy to recast A 
as a map from X',,. × X',:., into ~(o ×N,._ ~,-~×N,.-a, .~. By induction hypotheses 
X',,., and X',:., each has cardinality N,._4. Now apply Lemma 3.10 (strictly 
speaking, first replace X',:., by a subset of cardinality N.. 4, ~.) to obtain sets 
X,~,,.,t c_ X ~,,+,, X',.',. ) c_ XI.~., each of each of cardinality R,. 4,- ~, such that A. as recast. 
X ~'~xX',,i' In other words, for each v~x""  )* is constant on . . . . .  . , . . , . , .  [ I J , .~4 ,  ~ is the 
same for all ~X,,.,~: and. for each ~X,,,.,."'~ [1,j,.-a,..~t* is the same for all 
X ~ ~ ~ ~ XI:~ ' (The lemma would give us ~1 ~ X',"~; and s~ is the same for all ~1 ~< ,. , ,  ,- 
sets of cardinafity N,._4~, N,,_4,_,, respectively, but we have no need of such 
precision.) If t(: l~+~. t~-t~+,, te("-"2,  set X~ ~'= X'~. If ,~ ~X,_ , .  let B(r/) be the 
~,.-4~-4 equivalence c!ass which contains all p,,~.* ~ ~ Xc . " '  Similarlv,~ for ~ ~ ,.X"~c~,. 
let B(~) be the ~,, 4~-~ equivalence class of the q,*~ where I Ie X~° ' Let ~ e X'" 
Note that, for any 
~t?l' 
n'~,\ '"  = U x~"  
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p~.,., (if rl < 7)'5 or q(,),. (if rl' < 71) has an extension whosc ~ ,, _.~ .4 equivalence class is 
B()I), (To see this for the case r I < )1', let ~ be a fixed member  of X',:', ~. Since p~,,~, 
and p~ are --,..), equivalent,  they have the same ~, , . ,  ..) and hence the same 
~, ,  ~, a equivalence classes represented among their extensions; in particnlar, 
/:¢(~)), the - , ,  ,,, ~ equivalence class of p,*~ which extends p~)~,, must be represented 
among the extensions of p~,,),.) Let p~)',~! be an extension of P~,c whose -v--~ 
equivalence class is B('0 ) whenever  / '>  ~1, r l '~ X '  +~. Similarly, if "0' < r/, rl' ~ X ~,  
let q~:~ be an extension of q~,,~ whose ~,,_.~_~ equivalence class is B(rl).  The same 
argument  shows that. for any ~ ~ X'),~, ~. we can, for ~ '< ~:. ~' ~ X ~ ~, take q~'  to be 
an extension of q~.,~ whose ~,,.4~.-# equivalence class ~s B(,~), and similarly for p~/  
where .~'>E. ~ '~X ~'~. In all other  cases not ment ioned so far. take p~=p' .<.  
q',~'fl = (!',~, If we take s'" ~ to be that sequence such that 
Aln .~=(s"~, , )  
for all )~ c~: X'~,' ~, ~:~ X'c~, ~, then thc objects X',' ~, p',)~), q'))~', s ' '~ that we have just 
detined clearly satisfy the condit ions of 3,1 2. 
4,  
We are still assuming the hypotheses tated at the beginning of Section 3. It is 
the aim of this section to obtain the functions F, r G~, r /<~<R,o, ,  upon whose 
existence the arguments  of Section 3 depend,  i.e., to prove 3(#) .  stated in the 
sixth paragraph of Section 3. 
The existence of the desired functions will be obtained by transfinite recursion. 
i.e.. we intend to show: If 3' is an ordinal  and (F .  j "0 < 7). (G,~ [ "q < ~ < 7) satisfy 
tile coudit ions of (#) .  then there is an ordinal h v and there are functions Fv, G.~, 
( fo r ) l  <" 7) such that ( /~ I rl <~ y), (G,~¢ I r~ < ~ ~< Y) satisfy the condit ions of ( # ). 
Our  strategy is this: first we prove this for the case where 3' = to and every A,, is 
countable,  and then we reduce the general  case to this special case. At th~ end of 
the Section, we sketch my original proof  of 3 (#5.  which uses several 
metamathemat ica l  techniques. 
Lemma 4.1. If F : '"to --~ i9 is ('()hen co)~tinuot~s, then there is a cotmtable set C ~ "to 
such that {t~ e "ko ] ( ]~ ~ C) F(a)E/3} is comeager (i.e.. if F is restricted to ~ sldtagle 
comeager set. only cotmtably many E equit'alence classes occur in the range5. 
lhrooL Suppose pe"-'to, say pE"to, If a ~' to ,  let a,, be the result of replacing the 
first n entr ies of a by p, i .e. 
t~, = (p(05. p(15 . . . . .  p(n - 15. a (n ) .  a (n  + I) . . . .  ). 
Let 
K = {(t'~./3) ) oe./3 ~ "~'to and (Vp ~ ~'to)(3q ~ ~'~o) 
(F(c,.)EF({3,))) and (Vq ~ "-'toS(:.tp ~'-~'to 5~ F(~f,)EF(13,)))}, 
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Thus (c~, 18)e K iff the same E equivalence classes are represented among the 
F(%) as among the F(B,I). The set K has the property of Baire~lhis may be ,~een 
by noting that it has a I l l  definition and is accordingly coanalytic. The conclusion 
of Lemma 4.1 will easily follow if we can show that K is comeager in "to x '"to, Fc,r 
then let W= {c~ E"to [{13 I (a-/3)E K} is comeager in '~to}. By the Kuratowski-- 
Ulam theorem, which is the analogue of Fubini's theorem for category theory (see 
Oxtoby [9]), W is comeager in 'oto. We claim that Wx W_c K (which proves 
l,emma 4.1 if we take C={F(t~o))pEeto, F(%,)E"to} where c~ is a fixed member 
of W). If cq, tx~ W, then {/3 I (oq,/3)E K} and {/3 t (a_-, /3)=,. K}, being comeager. 
contain a common element /3, But K is an equivalence relation, so (t~,/~)E K, 
(oe:,/3)~ K imply (cq, a,)E K. Thus W× We_ K. (If the proof had been written in 
terms of forcing, we would have taken W to be an appropriate collection of 
"generic" objects, and then chosen /3 to be "'generic" with respect o both (1, i and 
O'2.) 
Why is K comcager? First note that K is the imersection of countably many 
sets, Kp and K~', (for p E '-"~o} where 
Kp = {(ct,/3) ]a,/3 E '"to A (::ltt E ':'(,))(/:{%,}EF(t3,~ )) 
and 
K' v = {(a,/3 [ a,/3 < "to/', (Bq c %o)( F(t~,,)EFI/3p tt, 
It suffices to see that all the K v and K[, are comeager. By symmetry, it is enough 
to consider Kp. Since K~, has a !11 definition, it is coanalytic, so bo'~h it and its 
complement have the property of Baire. To say that %o - K v has the property of 
Baire means that there is an open set U and a comeager set S sueit that 
[('"~o x "'.,) - K,,] n S -- U c~ S. 
Assume by way of contradiction that Kp isn't comeager. Thus Uf i~:  say [] 
includes the basic open neighborhood It, s] = {{t~,/3}E"'to x'"to i c~ ~2 r,/3 Z~ ,s}, 
where r; s E"w and ~ is at least as great as the length of p, Let 
u=Q~(0) . . . . .  p(m- I),r(m) . . . . .  r(~-I)} 
where m = length p. Since there is a set of (m/3) comeager relative to [~. s] such 
that F(c~,,)EF(/3,) fails for all q (a restatement of: "'complement of K'~, is 
comeager relative to [t. s]"), there must be a set 7" of (a,/3) comeager relative to 
[u, s] such that F(a, JEF(13,~) fails for all q. The set {{a,/3)I (m ~)'~ T'}, which we 
denote T. is the translation of T' from [u, s] so [u, u], so T is comeager relative to 
[u, u]. Moreover, taking q = u in the defining property of T', one has: (~,/3)c 
T--* F(t~)EF(/3) fails, 
Now, following a suggestion of the referee, we can finish the argument in the 
following simple way. In the proof of (?orollary 2.4, it was shown that any 
comeager subset of "2x"2  includes a set of the form (Px  P)-{{(~,, ct}i a, t:~ P} 
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where P is noncmpty  and perfect, Precisely the same argument yields this 
coac lus io ,  for comcager  subsets of "'w × '"t0, and, indeed, of [u, u] fq ('"to x '"col 
L.et 2"* = "l'f'~[u, u]('/{(~, fl)[ F(o~)¢-"co, F((3)~"'<o}. T* is comeager relative to 
[u, u] because T is comeager elative to [u. ~,] and the third set is comeager,  being 
the product of {a I F(a)e"w} with itself. By the preccding paragraph, there is a 
perfect subset P_~'owf) [u]  such that 
(Px  P l -{ (a ,  a)! a'~ P}~_ T*. 
Since t: is I -~ 1 on P (in fact: a, ~ P. ~ (3 ~(¢~. [~)~ T~ F(a)FF((3) fails). 
{F (~ i~ P} i~ ao uncountable analytic set (being the ir:.~ge of P trader lbe 
cont inuous function /- I PL  Moreover,  distinct member ,  of {F(ee) la ~ P} are E 
incquivaleut.  Let S be a perfect subset of {F(t~) ! a ~ P} (such exists because any 
uncountable analytic se~ includes a perfcc* set). S is a perfect set of mutual ly E 
incquixalent elements,  contrary to the hypothesis on E. 
By Lemma 2.3. there is a Cohen c~t inuous  function J:[lt, l i ] ' -~P and a 
comeager  subset T* of [ . .  u], "I'*~ '12 ~t~ch that: whenever  (a , /3)~ T*, then 
S(I:(~ !, F(¢~L ,l(tx./3~). iFor the defir,flion of S. see the beginning of Section 33 To 
obtain the desired contradictiou, we intevd to show that. contrary to hygothesis, 
there is a perfect set of mutually E ineq,fivalent elements. 
Corollary 4.2. Sul~l~ose k~ :'"co --> ~? arc" (~hcn c~mtim.~z~s jbr i ~ ~o. ttzc~ there are 
(~O]lt'l! COIItilZIfOHS .fmwtio~,s F: '"~ -~ .~, G, :~°<o -'< '"co --~ f~ s/it'll that: 
/3, c~ ~'"co and F,(/J), Fits), G,(/3, a l total 
--~ S(F,(/3 L F(c~), G,(/3, a)l .  
ProoL Apply Lemma 4.1 to obtain comeager  SeiS T, gs'"w and countable sets 
C, c: "'u~, such that: 
Since E has uncountably many equivalence classes, there is m~ element 8 ~"% aot 
E equivalent to anything in U ..... (~. ktelacc FAf3)/z'6 fails for all fl ~ i~, Apply 
l..cmma 2,3 where 
C: / ( /3 .  ~',~ ', S(E(/3), ,5, v;}. 
to obtain Cohen cont inuous functions 
such that S(,FJ.t3). 8, .I t,~3)) holds whenever  .t,(~3)6: '"w, Put F (a ) :  ~ for all ~ ~ '"~. 
and GA~3. a)=.I,(13) for all /3. a ~' ,o .  It is clear that G, and /: satisfy the 
conclusion of Corol lary 4.2. 
Lemma 4.3. Supf~o~e (F,~ i ~ ~- 7) i~ such ¢ha!. f t .  each ~ < 7. F,~ :"'(A,~)--~ ~ i~ 
())ho~ co~/hil~ous. If A is an it~finite cardinal such that A :~ card 7 a~d A > c~Xt h,~. 
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each 7q, then there are Cohen contbmous fimctions 
F : '~- -*3  ~ , G,, :"a.~ ×"'~ --, ~ (~<r)  
such that, whenet~er y ~ "A n, 8 ~", \  are sm'h that G,~(y, ~) is total, then 
S(E,(y).  F(~), G,,(V, ,S)). 
Proof.  For each ~ < r, let f .  :'A,~ --~'"co be given by: 
if se"a.~, j ; , ( s )=the  longest t e':'~o of length ~<n such that sl}-t~_ F~(eO. 
Let Q be a map of .~ onto U~¢~.({'q}×'°a~). If ( r<A,  let Q(or)--(rl,..s,.). We 
propose to define functions g,, :'-~.,, '< '-~A--+ 'v~o (~1 < r) and ]': ':'A----* ':'~,~ havi~g the 
following propert ies: 
(1) s~s'Atc_t'-+f(t}~_f(t)Ag,~(s, t)c: <,~(s'. t'}. Also: If s and s' don't  clash. 
and t and f don' t  clash, then g~(s, t) and g,,(s', t') don' t  clash. 
(2) If m is a number  less than each of these three numbers,  length g,,(x, t}. 
length f,~(s), length f(t), then 
R(£,(s)(m), ~) (m) ,  g,~(s, tt(ml). 
(3) If t e" '~; \  where Q(t(n))= (~1. s). then. for some s ' _s .  s'~%k,,, one has: 
g~(s', t) has length ~n+ 1. 
(4) length ]'(I) ~ length t. 
h is clear that such functions f and gn (for 71 < r) exist if and only if player I1 
has a winning strategy in the following infinite game. Player I keeps playing 
ordinals oro. o-~, o'2 . . . .  < ,~. Suppose we are at step n of the game. I having played 
cro . . . .  or,, up to this point. Put "q = ft.,, s = s.o, t = {or~ . . . . . .  or,,,',. To avoid losing. 
II must declare what f(t) is, he must stipulate some s'~_s, s'e':')t,,, and then 
declare what g.(s' ,  t) is. Moreover .  this must be done so that (4) and the lasl part 
of (3) are satisfied, and so that condit ions {I) and (2) are satisfied for all of the 
declarations of values II has made up through this point where s and s' range over 
all sequenee~ [i.e., they are not just the specific s and s' associated with the ~lth 
move]. Play'.-r [I wins a play of this game iff his every move satisfies the condit ions 
just described. If II has a winning strategy & then define: 
f(t}-- that value which S declares .f(t) to be in response to the sequence 
of moves t by 1. 
g~(s. t) = [.J (values for g,,(s', t'). s'c_s, t '~ t. declared by S in respom'e to 
initial segments f of t). 
It is dear  that the resultin : ( and g. 's  satisfy condit ions (1}-(4) above, 
Therefore.  to prove Le nma 4.3. it suffices to show that i l  has a wimfing 
strategy in the game, For, if we have functions satisfying (1)-(4}, then 
F (8)= U .f(g(,)) 
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and 
G,~(y, 8) = U ,%($(nL 8(nt) 
satisfy tl~¢ conclusion of Lemma 4.3. 
towever, this game is an open game from the point of view of player l {l~ect~usc 
1 wins a play iff I1 "makes  a mistake"  at some point, so, if 1 wins a play, he knows 
i~ at some finite point, which is the defining characteristic of an open game). 
Hence.  e i ther player I or player 11, has a winning strategy in this game (see [8]). 
[Roughly speaking, the standard argument  is this: If I doesn't  have a winning 
strategy, II can win by avoiding posit ions from which 1 has a winning strategy ] To 
show that 11 has a winning strategy, it therefore suttices to show that I doesn't  
have a winning strategy, Wc now proceed to do so, using Lemma 4.2. 
Suppose, by way of contradict ion, that S is a winning strategy for 1 in this game. 
We claim that there exist countable sets U ~ r and X,~ ~ h,  for ~ ~ U and X ~ h 
such that: 
(a) For ~I ~ U, 1:, ~ 'X ,  is Cohen continuous. 
(b) t r~X iff ~r~h.  rl,,~U, and s,~c='~'X,,... 
(el If (z,, . . . . .  z,, ~) is a scqucncc of moves on the part of 11 which ment ion 
onl 3 sequences in X,~(~l~[l) [i.e. if z, ment ions s' in declaring g,(s ' . t )= 
something,  then r l~ U and s'~."-'Xn], then S rcsponds with a number  of X. 
[We can obtain these as unions of conntable sequences; 
u=uu' " ,  .\,,= UX~;', x=UX'" ,  
where X'"" ~ contains all responses given by S to moves involving elements of U'" 
and the X~"s IT1 c UL and X '''~' contains every cr such that ~1,,. c U"L s,, c"'X','~': 
and, whenever  cr ~: X'".  then ~7,, ~ U .... L, s,, ~ '-°X" + k ; and the sequence (X~ I' ] m E w) 
is arranged to insure Cohen continuity of F,~ I'"X,v] 
Now we exhibit a pla5 of the game in which strategy S loses. By Corol lary 4.2. 
there are Cohen cont inuous functions. 
,' . . . . .  ~9, F '  : ':'lo ~'P G ,~. - ~'{n x £'<,9 - - "  " -+  
satisfying the obvious modil ication of the conclusion of Corol lary 4.2. As usual. 
we may lind 
gl, :'~'X,, x"',,., ~ %,. f ' : ' : '~o ---, ','~ 
such that 
G',,(r. a~ = U g;,(~?ln), g (nh ,  F'(a~ = U .¢"(g(,~} 
(provided that we modify G',v F' sl ightlyk To defeat S. proceed as follows. 
Suppose crt, is the initial move dictated by S. Choose uo=_"-'~o, sge e'X,:,,, such that 
, n and  f ' (uo) ,  " ' g,~(so, uu) have lengths at least 1. Have 11 declare: S O ~ SO 
f ( ( , r ,D~ = f '(uo), " "' g,,(so. (o'o)~ = ' "' uo). . . . . . .  g,,(s,,, 
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Suppose play continues in this way with 1 playiqg ~r,~ . . . . .  er,, ~ and I1 choosing 
t log  U]~ - ' -  c l~,,_l ill "'¢0. I [  I now plays o-,, :, cr let u,,E%o extend u,, ~ and 
s~,~"-'X,>, s;,~_s,, be such that f'(u,,), g¼(s~,.u,) have lengths >n+l ,  Have Ii 
declare that f((m, . . . . .  <,)) = ]"(% ) and g,,(s;. (~r . . . . . . .  .r,,)) = g;(s,',, t~,,), 
This play of the game wins for II because eoadition (2) follows from the fact 
that G~ and F' satisfy the conclusion of Corolh~y 4.2. Condition (4"~ anti the last 
part of (3) for s,', were specifically provided for in the choice of u, and sj, The 
consistency condition (1) is evident. 
Clearly Lemma 4.3 enables one to construct he functions demanded by (#) .  
We now indicate briefly how to use metamathematical methods to obtain a shorler 
proof of 3 (#) .  For ease of exposition, we assume that 17 is a pure II~ equivalence 
relation (i.e, II ~, without parameters). Thus, we may assume thah in the represen- 
tation, 
-n(aE~| i f f  ( : ly~'~o)(Vn~to)  R(cT{n. l~(n). 5~(n~L 
R is rect, rsive. (To modify the following argumen! to handle ll{'s simply assume 
that all the models of set theory used contain the defining parameters.l It should 
be added that it is possible to modify our argument here to make use of only ~o~ 
infinite cardinals. 
Let o-c~ and cr~ be theorems of ZFC such tk:at every Cohen extension of a model 
of or,, is a model of cr~. ~r~ is strong enough to make the proof of 1 work, and ~r,, is 
strong enough to imply that there are at least N .... ~ infinite cardinals and to make 
arguments in tile sequel work. 
L If M is a transitit~e model qf trt. this M,~EfqM is an equir, relation hating 
uncountabIy many equic, classes m~d, for all c~./3 E Mf'l'"~o. 
-q(aEB) ~-~ iX, l~-(3~,e "'~o)(Yn ~ ~o) R(8(n),/3(n l, 9(n)), 
Proof. The second claim holds because -v I statements are absolme with respect o 
M. so (33' ~"'to)t3n c~o) R(G(n). D-(n). "P(~')) holds in the real world if and only if 
it holds in the sense of M. Thus Ef )M has the same !11 definition in M as 
E has in the real world. If ihc first claim fails, then M contains a member 
a c"'(o, which lists representatives for all E equivalence classes in M. i.e. ever', 
c MN'"(o is E equivalent o some (8). where (,51,,(ml=a(2"3'"L But. since 
(Vc~ ~'"~o)(3n)(c~E(6).,) is a 111 sentence true in M (if we replace E by its /1~ 
delinition in M). it is true in he real world, by the Mostowski absoluteness 
theorem, which contradicts c,,..r assumptions that E has uncountably many 
equivalence classes. 
Now, using the reflection theorem (starting from I.), we get a countable 
transitive model M of tro+ V :,- L such that, if there is no sequence of functions 
satisfying (#)  then the same is true in M, For each c~ <R'~k let P~ be the partial 
/~ore! and coomHylic equi~'alence relt?tiotls 27 
ordering for mapping to onto (oi~,~.~. i.e. P,, consists of fimctions 
as ;! ranges over (o, 
il, ff M~P is a partial ordering, and G and H are P generic/[~.L then the same E 
equivalence classes are realized i~l M[G]  as i ,  M[H].  
Remarks eoneernlng proof. The proof resembles that of Lemma 4.1 (and, indeed, 
they are closely related propositions). By choosing a K which is P generic over 
both M[G] and M[H],  one may in effect assume that G × H is P xlP generic. One 
then shows, if the conclusion of I1 fails, that it is possible to construct an infinite 
binary tree through ~P whose paths produce a perfect set of mutually E inequival- 
ent elements, contrary to assumption. 
lU. For each vl <R~)/, dwre is a term t,, in the fi)rcing language for P,, such that. 
M M ~(  whem'ver f ,  : w --~ ~o,, ~ is P ,  gem'ric and, for some ~ < ~7, t~ : (o --, (o~ . ~ i:: 
generic, then 
t, 1]]~ )x~4 < 1 
is not E equiralent to any member of M[J~]. 
Outline of Proof. For each ~< ~. let f~(m) = ]~(m) if f,,(m) < (o L'', ~. otherwise O. It 
is easy to check that f~ is P~ generic/M. Moreover. for each ~ < ~. 
M[f, ]~ %o f') M[ff.~] is countable 
(because ~o~ is countable in the sense of M[¢~]). Hence 
M[f,,]~- L) r"(o n M[]~,]) is countable. 
g-" ~t 
Clearly there is a term t, in the P,, language such that t,,(]],) x~l~l is always the 
lirst member of M[t;~] (in the sense of the canonical ordering of L[I;,]) not kS 
equivalent o any member of U~-,~ C'(o n M[f,,]L (lhis also uses 1 above.) Now 
apply II to see thai t,, has the property claimed in 11I. 
One may assume that the sequence 0,, ! ~ <R~)/) is constructed in M since the 
condition which the t,,'s must satisfy can be formulated by means of forcing. 
Similarly. one can lind within M a sequence (o',~ ! r~ < ~ < R~/,) such th:at 
Working within M, one obtains a sequence satisfying (#)  of Section 3 as folloxvs: 
M Let A,, = (o,~_~. and put. for f~"A ,  r gE %~.~ 
F,,(D(,,) = ,  iff (3p~f)(piFt , , (m)= , )  
28 J,H. Silver 
and 
G,~(f, g)(m)  = ~ iff (=lp~,t,  qc  g)((p, q)l~-~r,~(,1),= n), 
Sitlce M thinks that there is such a sequence,  the wor ld  also thinks so, becaus,,  M 
wa.s chosen so as to agree with the real wor ld  on this point.  
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